Creative And Corrective Color Release Form
Thank you for choosing Brow A Beauty Boutique, LLC for your haircare services! We are a
Matrix professional color salon. All of our hairstylists have advanced hair chemistry and color
education, and often collaborate during consultation and formulation. The team effort is a part of
our commitment to maintaining the healthy integrity of your hair. Your role in this process is
equally important. Complete disclosure regarding previous color or chemical services is vital to
achieving your desired end result.
Semi-Permanent Color Services
______ I understand that “vivid” fashion colors often require lightener and/or bleaching during
the coloring process. These services may cause damage to my hair.
______ I understand that “ vivid “ fashion colors and semi-permanent toners may fade
considerably within the first two weeks. This may result in less vibrant hues and/or increased
brassiness. I acknowledge that typical fading of semi-permanent color does not constitute
reason for a refund.
______ I acknowledge that fading and/or brassiness is greatly reduced if I use the color
shampoo and conditioner recommended by my stylist.
Creative And Corrective Color Services
______ I understand that due to previous damage, previous permanent or semi-permanent
color services, previous chemical services, hormones, environmental factors, and/or
medications, my desired color results cannot be guaranteed during my first salon visit.
______ I understand that the number of required salon visits cannot always be determined prior
to beginning the color process. I agree that to maintain the healthy integrity of my hair, it may be
necessary to schedule additional salon visits to allow my hair to recover between bleaching ,
color, or chemical services.
______ I understand that creative and corrective color pricing cannot always be determined
prior to beginning the color process. I acknowledge that cost is determined by amount of time,
type, and amount of products necessary to achieve a desired and healthy hair result.

______ I understand that refunds/ redo services are never provided with creative and corrective
color services after one visit.
______ I acknowledge that the talented stylists at Brow A Beauty Boutique, LLC, have over 17
years of combined experience with color. In certain situations, management reserves the right to
have my color services completed or re-worked by an alternate stylist. I understand my desired
result may require additional salon services, and does not constitute a refund or free redo
service.
Texture Alteration ( Relaxers, Perms, Chemical Straightening)
______ I acknowledge that having a chemical texture alteration service can cause damage and
adverse results. I understand that having any previous chemical in my hair, prior to the service,
may have a negative impact on my desired result and the stylist may not be able to complete
the service, if such conditions deem necessary. I understand that due to previous chemical
services, Brow A Beauty Boutique, LLC reserves the right to refuse to perform such services.
Comments:___________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
We require a parent or guardian signature for all color/chemical services for guests under the
age of 18.
By signing below, I waive any and all liability, and agree to all terms and conditions set forth by
Brow A Beauty Boutique,LLC.

Client Print ________________________________________

Date_______________

Client signature______________________________________

Date_______________

Service provider_____________________________________

Date_______________

